NOTES:

1. MATERIAL:
   a. BLACK 0.7mm THICK, LOCAL HYPALON
   b. BLACK, GORE 500 RUBBER POLYESTER WOVEN ELASTIC BAND, 19.1mm (¾") WIDE,
   c. BLACK, POLYESTER TAPE WITH SILKSCREEN LOGO (COLOUR STANDARD WHITE)
   d. VELCRO, LOOP WITH PS, BLACK 12.7mm (½")
   e. VELCRO, HOOK WITH PS, BLACK, 12.7mm (½")
   f. BLACK THREAD, POLYESTER

2. THIS DIMENSION IS CONSIDERED INSPECTABLE.

3. HANDSTRAP TO BE INSPECTED AGAINST APPROVED SAMPLE, WHICH RESIDES IN THE
   MISSISSAUGA RECEIVING INSPECTION AREA. ENSURE INSPECTED PARTS DO NOT
   HAVE LOOSE THREADS, OVERT MARKS OR DISCOLOURATION.
Installation Instruction for RV6021 Handstrap

I. Installation of the RV6021 Handstrap

STEP 1.
REMOVE BATTERY FROM THE HANDHELD.

STEP 2.